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Abstract 
Pre-primary education is the education given to children prior (o (heir 
entering (l ie primary school; which includes the nursery and kindergarten, 
while primary education is given to children between ages six to twelve 
years at the foundational level of education. Thus. Tor the education of 
children to be relevant, and knowledge well acquired at this level, there 
must be a display of play activities and practical exploration, which suit 
children's learning style in the classroom. This paper therefore, looks at the 
contemporary issues relating to (his basic education and discusses practical 
approaches and activities towards effective teaching and learning at the 
level. The suggested activities are presented with a view to bringing about a 
sound basic education in Nigeria. Recommendations relating to the issues 
discussed are equally proffered. 

Introduction 
Pre-primary and primary education from the basic education upon which the subsequent 

education rests. The pre-primary or early childhood education as focused in this paper includes both 
the nursery and or the kindergarten programmes. 

Educating children at this level is quite crucial to their entire school life and their overall 
development in life depends on it. Yet numerous issues concerning this basic education have not been 
adequately addressed. As such there is the attendant danger in its operation within Nigeria. But 
adequate education of children at this level has a great potential in setting on a solid footing for 
greater learning later in life. Early childhood education is hence so important to children in so many 
ways. 

Okimedim (2005), points at the mastery of spoken language as one of the importance of early 
childhood education. He further discusses, the overall development of the child, who must be guided 
smoothly for his early childhood experiences, to enable him move easily into the group experience in 
the society. 

This issue of effectively developing the younger generation for greater challenges at the later 
years is a task for all educators because of the need to put in place play activities and opportunity for 
exploration; that would forster children's intellectual and overall development. 

Teaching the young ones for proper development may be (asking but it is rewarding if 
teachers would understand how children learn. The joy in this conies because children are loving, 
spontaneous, creative and curious. This children attitude can in turn inspire the teacher and spur him-on 
in his efforts within the classroom. But the foregoing pre-supposes that the learning environment is filled 
with materials for viewing, learning and for gaining proficiency in language art skills of listening, 
speaking, reading and writing. 

This is also a pointer to the essential issue of instructional materials as pre-requisite to effective learning. 
According to Ajibola (2005), instructional materials, or teaching aids are not for "teachers but for pupils who 
would benefit from the teachers' use of them. She observes that very few teachers use aids as they should 
because the use of aids is an addition to their work. She, however stresses that, any teacher who is so 
thoughtful of his pupils would be bound to use needed instructional materials for the children to receive 
their desired learning help. 

Hassan (1997), observes that any teachers who would adequately help the younger learners in schools 
need to realize that children have peculiar characteristics, which distinguish them from adults and mark them 
out as children. It is this understanding and their application to teaching methods that would enhance a good 
learning environment for children at the pre-primary and primary school levels she stresses. Hassan (ibid) sees 
learning for children in Nigerian environment as quite tasking because children's peculiarities are often 
undermined in most classrooms. This explained why Amafah et al (Eds., 1991:30), argue that learning 



environment of children should reflect their developmental level thus; "If it is accepted that childhood is the 
time of play when attention span of the child is very short then it should be reflected in the learning 
environment of the child". 

Most schools' physical environment today is anything but conducive for learning. Education at 
nursery and primary school levels that ought to be in an institution with open field for exploration, equipment 
for play activities and spacious classrooms is commonly run in dilapidated and 'approved' school environment 
liken to farm houses. 

Another issue of grave concern is that of untrained or half trained and un-resourceful teacher handling 
the children and destroying their initiatives rather than raising them. In most private schools, staffs 
qualification or specialized training is not emphasized as pre-requisite for employment. Untrained 
teachers are usually engaged to maximize gain. Yet, the best in manpower should be engaged towards 
children education at this foundational level in order to guarantee the success of the children at subsequent 
levels. 

Furthermore, over bloated class size among children is another issue constituting a problem in basic 
education. It is very difficult for any teacher to effectively handle too many children of between age three to 
five and six to twelve in pre-primary and primary school. So there must be a way to build more classes and 
employ more teachers even as the supervisors monitor actively to control enrolment and classroom placement. 

One other important issue for consideration in this paper is that of methodology and approaches 
for basic education. In recent times several educators and concerned government agencies like Universal 
Basic Education Council (UBEC), National Teachers' Institute (NTI), National Commission for Colleges 
of Education (NCCE), and American Agency for International Development (USAID) a foreign body 
met to discuss this issue elaborately. The outcome of such meetings places emphasis on activity based 
teaching, which is contrary to the prevailing situation in the classrooms now; where information and 
knowledge impartation is dominant. Children should be exposed to practical and situational learning to 
spur their initiative towards participation, experimentation and discovery in the classroom. 

Umolu (1997:1), expresses an attendant danger on the trend of proliferation of private pre-primary 
and primary school, thus: "Many schools are being established by proprietors who have little or no 
knowledge of the characteristics of quality primary method... Without educationally sound primary 
teaching methods the best intentions of the proprietors are not likely to yield result". 

Educationally sound teaching methods at the primary school level are hence a great requirement 
towards the success that any school would ever achieve. 

Strategies and Activities for Pre-Primary and Primary School Teaching 
Teachers at the pre-primary and primary education level must realize that: 1.    

Play makes children active and creative. 

2. Play is a natural method through which children learn. Thus play-way learning should dominate 
chalk and talk learning. 

3. Skills development is more demanded by children than knowledge impartation. This calls for 
distinction between skill and content in order to create the spirit of inquiry and creativity through 
activity based lessons. Reading skill for instance, could only be developed through constant 
practice in reading variety of printed materials as reading activities. 

4. Children writing skills develop gradually - poor spelling, too short sentences, poorly organized 
ideas usually characterise their writing. Numerous opportunities to put down their thoughts in 
writing is therefore required to help children attain proficiency. 

5. Children learn better in suitable learning environment - devoid of scathing remarks, fright, 
unfriendliness, disgrace and punishment for giving wrong answers or failing to do something 
correctly. 

6. Classroom environment can breed children with poor self-concept and a child's self concept at 
this level can follow him throughout his school life. Thus, children may lack confidence in 
attempting anything on their own but copy others owing to poor self-concept. 

7. Children are better helped with remarks such as 'you can do better, try again, 'think about it this 
way and come up with the answer', etc teacher dominated classrooms stifle children's initiative as 
bad remarks kill children's ability to excel. Learning is fraught with trial and error, be it with 



adults or children. Therefore, children do not require punishment when they make mistakes, they 
need encouragement to be lifted to become champions in their learning endeavour. 

Activities and Required Materials 
Rooming or spacious classroom. 
Seats with tables that sit not more than eight pupils, which are movable for flexibility in  
arrangement for activities. 
Mats for semi-circle sitting with teacher while telling story reading, drama acting, playing with 
toys or blocks. 
Display of pictures and writing on the wall or boards within the classroom - a print rich learning 
environment. 

Activity 1: Learning and Toys (Building Blocks) 
Children build various objects of their choice. The teacher as a facilitator engages the children in 

discussion through questioning thus; (what are you building? Ok, what happens if that block is place on this 
edge? How high do you want your building to be") playing with toys teaches both skills and concept about 
balance size relationship causes and effect, language skills, motor skills and social skills particularly in group 
play. 

Activity 2:  Water and Sand Play 
Children use bottle of different sizes, cups of different shapes and sizes to measure water predicting 

the outcome of pouring the content of a container into another and sharing ideas among others. They thus, 
learn about size and space relationship and scientific vocabulary such as more than less than, same as, etc 
children are quite inquisitive and would get more surprises and knowledge as they are engaged in meaningful 
activities. Sand could be sifted down a perforated container to be felt by a child who places his hands under. 
The child describes how it feels; smooth, warm, fine, etc. Children play with fine stone robbed on cemented 
floor, touching another who describes how it feels; oh! burning, hurting. 

 

Activity 3: Drawing for Mathematics Concept 
Children draw their palms or trace their palms and cover their area with counters, stone or bottle 

tops. This helps them to know that any space has areas rather than mere learning length times breath as a 
formula in abstraction 

They can use thread to measure round shapes to determine the perimeter. They can approximate 
length with hands and get estimations before the use of ruler as a measuring instrument. 

Activity 4: Shopping Corner 
Children engage in buying and selling to learn such mathematical terms like profit, loss, principal, 

cost prize, selling price, etc. 

Activity 5: Corn Stock Tie 
Children can be guided to learn tens and units by tying cornstork pieces in tens and represent each 

ten with a thicker piece while loose pieces are scattered in slender pieces. 

Activity 6: Fixing Jigsaw 
Children are guided to fix shapes of different colour and sizes in a prepared jigsaw material from a 

hard board or a cardboard. 

Sorting Game 
Children sort objects, according to sizes, shapes and length or colour. This trains them to 

discriminate visually as preparatory ground for good reading. 

Activity 7: Drawing, Painting and Modeling 



Children can draw objects of their choice guided by the teacher. They can draw and paint. They 
can equally build with clay or building blocks or can do constructions with wet sand clay, cornstork, milk 
tins and bottle tops. 

Activity 8: Storytelling, Songs, Rhymes and Jingles 
Children can tell stories or re-tell stones, sing songs, rhymes and jingles in groups in order to 

develop their skills in language for communication. 

Activity 9: Field Trips Experiences 
Children can be taken to places of interest near the school for practical experience and learning. 

Field trips experiences can lead to reading and writing activities for the upper primary classes. Children 
share their experience while the teacher creates a reading "text from children contributions with each 
contributor's name attached to their sentences e.g. 

Our Visit to the Horse Stable 
Ajayi said: 

we visited the horse stable this morning. Haruna said: A horse was feeding and 
wagging its tale children learn to read faster by reading their own words. 

 

Activity 10: Composition Writing Activity 
Children should orally describe objects, share ideas guided by the teacher. Then there could be 

groups composition writing by secretaries and later individuals could attempt to freely express themselves in 
writing the same composition discussed at the group level. 

Duties of Teachers as Facilitators During Activities 
Teachers are to do the following: 

Go from group to group; 
Guide, suggest, help, encourage, praise children individually; 
Observe children's traits carefully; 
Watch for a quiet, shy child who is not given a chance to do anything by the rest of the group; 
Help the slow developer who needs extra attention and encouragement; 
Watch for children refusing to work and stimulate them to do more by questioning them in any 
relevant ways; 
Lead the class to discuss their activities, write about them and read; and 
Display children's work in the class to (make them feel important) encourage them. 

Recommendations 
The following recommendations are made from the presentation in the paper. 

1. The teacher education curriculum should be prepared to adequately train teachers that are sound 
in pre-primary and primary education programme. 

2. Government should provide materials for the design of instructional materials as they also attach 
artists to every school who would be responsible to produce necessary instructional materials 
from time to time. 

3. Incentives should be given to teachers who produce and use instructional materials and focus 
activity-based lessons for their pupils. 

4. Government should stop proliferation of basic education by unqualified proprietors and ensure 
substandard school environment are not allowed. 

Conclusion 
This paper has discussed various issues of concern in the running of Pre-Primary and primary 

education in Nigeria. It has focused the activity-based teaching and presented a number of activities that 
could be used for basic education in order to train pupils to have self - confidence, to acquire skills and 



develop their creative initiatives in schools. Solutions to some of the issues raised are proffered in the hope 
that government and all stakeholders in basic education would work towards a better and profiting primary 
schooling in Nigeria. 
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